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Part I 
q Why This Topic
q General Aspects
q Gender Equality
q What A Coach Should Know
q Training Regime
q Planning



Why this topic

Beyond one’s experience
Simple, the women’s game is not discussed enough

This work stems from many years of work, experience, confrontation and 
observation in the field.
Today I am happy to share with you this moment that I hope will be helpful 
and above all reflective for your coaching career.



General aspects

Common Elements
Ø Early Physiological Stages Of An Athlete’s Growth
Ø Aptitude For Sport
Ø Passion
Ø Technique
Ø Surrounding Environment
Ø Game Development
Ø Sporting Career



General aspects

LTAD
Long Term Athlete 
Development
Ø FUNdamentals 6-8 yrs

Ø Learning To Train 8-11 yrs

Ø Training To Train 11-15 yrs

Ø Training To Compete 15-19 yrs

Ø Training To Win 19+ yrs



General aspects

Uncommon Elements

v Physical Constitution

v Equipment

v Playing Style

v Physochological



Gender Equality

Same but different
“To respect the physiological 
differences of the gender”

Eva Jeler



Getting better

v Prize Money (ITTF before, WTT now)
v Same Format Across International Activities
v More Spectacular
v Entertainment Factor

Not getting better

q Professionalism In The Clubs
q Lack Of Professional Players

q Lack Of Professional Coaches
q Lack Of Studies / Research

Cultural background:
everything they gain is 

because they fight.



What a coach 
should know

Study before acting
A coach’s typical attitude is to know everything in advance, no 
matter who they need to deal with. It is true a coach should have 
his/her own vision and belief, but on the other hand it is never 
enough to limit oneself to the technical and tactical part, but to 
adapt according to the player one is working with. 
Never too late to study before acting 🤓



Training Regime

Basic
Regular
Advanced



Training Regime

Basic

All those daily activities on and off the table aim at setting 
the initial techniques, elements of one’s own game and 

fitness.



Training Regime

Regular

All those activities aim at maintaining and improving 
one’s technique and overall physical performance



Training Regime

Advanced

All those activities aim at performing at the best of one’s 
abilities.



Planning

Individual
Team



Planning

Individual
Nowadays more and more important not only for 

professional players, but also for players who are still at the 
age of development.



Planning

Team

In different environments the planning within the team 
assumes importance as it has to be well connected with the 

individual planning.



Part II
Typical Elements
Under Analysis 

q Learning Process
q Speed Factor
q Technique
q Training & Drills
q Many Balls    



LEARNING

“The acquisition of knowledge or skills through study, 
experience, or being taught”

TABLE TENNIS IS THE 
PRINCESS OF SKILL 
GAMES BASED ON 
TECHNIQUE

INITIAL LEARNING STEPS:
• LET THEM PLAY
• NO RULES (NOT A SPORT YET)
• BASIC
• IMPORTANCE OF THE FIRST 

INPUTS

Definition



LEARNING
METHODS OF TEACHING:

VERBAL 
• AUDITORY

• EXPLAIN WITH SIMPLE WORDS
• INTRODUCE SOME FUN FACTS

VISUAL
• SEEING (SHOW HOW TO DO SOMETHING)

• YOUR SKILL AND/OR OTHER’S SKILLS

KINESTHETIC
• TACTILE LEARNING

• HELPING THE CHILD TO GET THE 
FEELING OF THE STROKE



LEARNING

When we observe kids in the moment of learning, two 
things are immediately noticeable: attention span and 

ability to succeed. A differentiation is immediately 
apparent, boys lean towards winning the point while girls 

lean towards doing things well.

Over time, the two attitudes mix for obvious reasons.



Speed and its elements

SPEED FACTOR

DISCIPLINE

TIMINGPRECISION

ACCELERATION

PLACEMENT

QUICK CHOICE

GROUND CONTROL



GRIP

READY POSITION

PUSH

FOOTWORK

BACKHAND

FOREHAND

TRANSITION

TECHNIQUE 
ELEMENTS



GRIP
• What to consider

Grip relates to three (3) main aspects: playing style, 
tactics and speed.

• How big is the hand?
Specifically, you need to understand how and how 

tightly the racket should be gripped; an element that is not 
considered enough is the tension exerted on the handle and 
consequently on the racket and the wrist, forearm, arm and 
shoulder muscle compartment. 

• What to avoid
A grip that is too soft leads to a reduction in 

sensitivity and, above all, to suffering the effects that the
opponent produces.



READY POSITION
• Introduction

Experience teaches us that the starting position is not 
easy to teach, in fact athletes tend to change it, so it should 
be regarded as a changeable element, or rather one that can 
be adjusted.

• Leg position
Even in the best Asian tradition, the position of the 

legs is predominantly parallel to the table, which allows 
better handling of the backhand and coverage or protection 
of the ball coming short on the forehand.

• Conclusion
Interestingly, all athletes adopt one position and then 

assume another.



PUSH
• The queen of strokes

If there is a shot predominantly played in the 
women’s game, this is the push. There are two reasons for 
it. The first is tactical, the second is to keep a conservative 
attitude

• Tactic
The woman’s game is less aggressive and more of  

an open and genuine dialogue. The push represents the 
possibility to get into the rally with control and active 
block. 

• Conservative approach
Female players strive for perfection and want to be

sure of what they are doing. The push is a perfectionist’s
way of feeling confident and getting better control of
oneself.



Footwork

Pivot action…yes?...
No, thank you
No doubt, modern table tennis is made up of details. To be 
pragmatic, we need to learn and understand what is and what is 
not useful for a player to apply certain footwork steps. Are we 
really sure the women’s game needs this kind of technique?



FOOTWORK I

• What is the basic footwork?
All those leg movements where you have time to 

prepare the shots

• What is advanced footwork?
All those steps in which you do not have time to 

prepare the shots that are performed simultaneously 

• What drill?
Are the drills really helpful?



FOOTWORK II

• Why short step or big steps?
The steps are deemed appropriate depending on 

the need of the space to be covered for the performance 
of the shots.

There is no doubt that by keeping a central 
position, short steps allow full rapid coverage of both 
corners.

If the position is clearly shifted towards the 
backhand or you tend to play forehand on the backhand 
side, you will instead need to implement longer steps that 
we will see on the next slide.



FOOTWORK III
• How many steps do we know in TT?

They are countless and very difficult to list. We 
only have to watch any game to realise the incredible 
number of small and large movements that feet and legs 
make all the time.

However, let us try to point out some of them and 
see which ones are most congenial to the women’s game.

Sideways
two or three steps

Pivot
one or two movement

Crossed legs
with a side step or direct

All together



FOOTWORK IV

Video from the Weekly Training Lessons

Video Weekly Lesson

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tcibpjy2G38&list=PLjmb8SJ3jXkRLTSdN18HjUPB9sY8UBWWt


BACKHAND Iof BACKHAND

• What to remember
Being the simplest action, it is very easy for 

children to learn, and they tend to play more with 
backhand rather than forehand.

• Technique
To keep the racket always high, above the ball or 

at chest height.

• What to avoid
To avoid the ball bouncing and getting higher

than the child. To do so, teach them to follow the timing, 
when it is possible to count loudly or to say something to 
help keep the rhythm. 

THE SIMPLEST



BACKHAND IIof BACKHAND

• What to remember
The backhand is the most natural motion shot of 

table tennis. It is very easy to teach and over time also to 
develop, plus it allows great versatility in terms of 
placement, rotation and timing. 

• Where to start the action
Due to its nature, as described above, the 

backhand starts from the body, with the racket always 
high above the table, and extends forward.

• Where to end the action
The backhand should not have an end to the

stroke but a continuation of it in connection with the
following one, be it forehand or backhand.. 

THE KILLER





FOREHAND Iof FOREHAND
• What to pay attention to

The forehand is more complex than the backhand as 
there are no reference points for the apprentice athlete. Due to its 
wide expanse it can generate high spin and high power. 

• Why Forehand?
We can say that the women's game, in its development to 

the present day, was the forerunner of the modern men's game. In 
fact over time the forehand has been a more masculine shot than a 
feminine one. The tendency to turn on the side of the backhand 
with a pivot movement allows the winning performance of this shot.

• Where to end the action of Forehand
Is there an end of the Forehand stroke? Not really, for the

same reason as explained for the Backhand. We must accept the
idea that the body and its strokes have no end but a continuous
connection between them. 

EASY BUT NOT 
SIMPLE



FOREHAND II
• A whole female specialty

If there is one characteristic that distinguishes women's 
technique, it is the forehand stroke. Although the power 
impressed on the ball is not a strong point, the optimisation of 
the game is, in fact it fits perfectly into the overall harmony of the 
game. 

• And Why?
This shot is made with little or no preparation, and the 

acceleration that is developed is astonishing. The shot is then 
enhanced by the short but explosive spin, a true compendium of 
technique.

• And how is that possible?
The reason lies mainly in the ability to use a small

space for rapid acceleration; this ability is not effective if the grip
on the racket is not firm. Great importance is given to the free 
arm, which aids the stroke and keeps the body in balance..





TRANSITION 
F⇔B

TRANSITION
F ⇔ B

• Essential skill
The transition Forehand/Backhand and 

Backhand/Forehand in endless combinations is the very 
first and maybe most important of the basic strokes. This 
ability is common in all stages of a player’s development, 
better transition for easier development. It gets more 
relevant when we talk about the women’s game

• What to consider (main aspects)
1. Position of the arm and racket
2. Make sure there is no movement stops (fluency of 

the arm and upper body side)

• How to improve
1. From easy to hard
2. From simple to complex
3. From slow to fast. 

THE BASIC OF 
THE BASICS



Training & Drills

Optimization
When organising a training session, it is important to think about 
how to optimise the time to reach the objectives; this is 
combined with a reasoned management of the exercises to be 
proposed.
Define what needs to be done for learning and 
what for training.



Training & Drills

Periodisation
By referring to the calendar, we can trace an idea of 
periodisation even of short duration. How could this be done? 
We need to take the time interval between the two competitions 
and set up both technical/tactical and physical work.



Many Balls

Benefit and limit
Integral tool for everyday practice.



Part III
Atypical Elements

Under Analysis
q Equipment
q Styles
q Tactics
q Timing
q Fitness
q Mental
q Stats



Equipment

Playing Styles

Tactics

Timing

Fitness

Mental

Stats

EQUIPMENT



EQUIPMENT
My equipment, my style
Rubbers & Rackets
The real characteristic of the female game is the variety of 
rubbers and rackets that the market offers them; of course, the 
same are available for men as well, but, as we shall see, men find 
it more difficult to adopt materials that are complicated to 
handle. It would seem that women have a better aptitude for 
adapting materials.



Equipment

Playing Styles

Tactics

Timing

Fitness

Mental

Stats

PLAYING 
STYLES



PLAYING STYLES I

Attack, block or defend

This topic is closely related to the previous paragraph on equipment. 
Therefore, the material adopted will inevitably influence the style of 
play. And how many styles can we find?



PLAYING STYLES II
Just To Name Some

FH/BH smooth different thickness and hardness
FH smooth, BH short pips out or viceversa
FH smooth, BH long pips out with sponge, occasionally switch side
FH smooth, BH long pips out without sponge occasionally switch side.
Close at the table, mainly chopping and suddenly attack or no attack, kind of 
lobbing, only block, only attack, drop-shot style with funny rubbers etc.



PLAYING STYLES III
Styles in numbers

LET’S SEE TOGETHER SOME FACTS FOR THE WR TOP 100 
MEN & WOMEN

MEN: 5 PENHOLDER / 3 DEFENDERS / 1 PIPS OUT / 27 LEFT-HANDED 

WOMEN: 5 PENHOLDER / 7 DEFENDERS / 12 PIPS OUT / 15 LEFT-HANDED  



PLAYING STYLES IV
How To Train Your 
Players

Earlier I referred to what a coach should know. That definition now appears 
clearer in the overall context. I have always been an advocate of individual 
team coaching, it would seem a paradox but it is not. The key to success is to 
make everyone share in a collective result, even when the result is 
individual.



PLAYING STYLES V
How To Coach Your 
Players

The way does not differ much from the usual methodologies that we know, 
certainly guiding athletes with different characteristics and peculiarities 
means constantly asking the question: what is the right thing to do and how 
to allow the athlete to perform at their best? Technical skill combined with 
the ability to know one's own game and that of the opponent leads to a 
good success rate. One aspect that must be considered is, do not ask for 
something that cannot be done.



Equipment

Playing Styles

Tactics

Timing

Fitness

Mental

Stats

TACTICS



TACTIC I

Subjective / objective

Once again, this topic is closely related to the previous paragraph, 
that of materials. Therefore, the material adopted will inevitably 
influence the style of play and accordingly the tactics behind. 
But let us ask ourselves, what is the best tactic?



TACTIC II

Control vs. Aggressive 

This is one of the cornerstones of this topic. The unbalancing tactic is 
clearly the one most commonly used to win the point. There is 
always an initial intention to try to close the point as quickly as 
possible, this tendency is definitely very present in the men's game. 
But in the women's it is not a priority.



TACTIC III

Patience Is My Strength 

The innate ability of women to have patience to accomplish a task 
(winning the point) is an extraordinary fact, of course the option to win 
the point quickly is always ready to be applied but if we look better the 
game they rather play rally openly.
But let us see in detail the scenarios to score a point :



First Ball

On Serve

Second Ball

Serve return

Third Ball

Ready after serve

Fourth Ball
Control

4 Basic 
Scenarios



SCENARIO 1

Serve

A winning serve is quite rare in the women's game. 
Of course, there are always exceptions and history 
has delighted us with formidable female athletes on 
the serve, in modern table tennis this is less 
frequent.



SCENARIO 2

Serve-return

Again, the aggressiveness of the female is very 
restrained; there is no expectation of winning the 
point with the serve-return, if this happens, we can 
consider as “unforced error” from the opponent.

As we have seen in the technique elements, push 
in all its expressions has an important function: 
controlling the ball and to prepare for the fourth 
ball. Yes, of course, flick also playing important 
role as an opening factor, to take initiative.  



SCENARIO 3

Serve & third ball

This scenario is decidedly masculine. When the level of two female 
athletes is equal, the possibility of winning the point on the third 
ball is limited.
How can this happen?
When the opponent returns an easy ball to close. 
Often one is not prepared for this eventuality, men are much more 
so and are quicker.



SCENARIO 4

The fourth ball

This is where you start to get into the thick of the tactics, as it is 
the ball that allows you to impose your rhythm and placement. The 
point is played at this stage, from here on the real rally begins.



SCENARIO 5

Real entertainment 

From this scenario onwards we get into the real entertainment 
zone, this aspect also pertains to the men's sector but the 
possibility of the rally extending beyond the fifth ball is a peculiarity 
of the women.
We will see later how the statistics also confirm this trend. 



Equipment

Playing Styles

Tactics

Timing

Fitness

Mental

Stats

TIMING



Women table tennis players are masters of timing

TIMING
o Characteristics and advantages

o Natural aptitude to speed

o The ball is rarely hit in its downward trajectory, preferably 
before its peak

o Outstanding reflexes

o Ability to impose one's own game
ü Characteristics and disadvantages

ü Difficulty handling the ball at change of pace

ü Difficulties in preparing specifically for the change of pace

ü Mechanics of the technical gesture





Equipment

Playing Styles

Tactics

Timing

Fitness

Mental

Stats

FITNESS



Fitness I

Remember Eva Jeler’s quote I gave when talking about gender 
equality? When it comes to the fitness of athletes there could 
be no better definition. 
More than ever, this is a subject for experts. Do not make the 
mistake of applying vague knowledge. Knowing the value of 
fitness does not mean you have mastered it.

Today, however, I am trying to make a few suggestions, even 
there have been experts who are far more capable than I am in 
dealing with this issue in scientific terms.

Let us start with the topics we have discussed and the 
characteristics we have exhibited. If we consider the psycho-
physical characteristics of our athlete and the technical-
tactical characteristics, we can already have a picture of what 
we can expect from that athlete or group of athletes.

It is the set of off-the-table activities that enable a 
better body performance



Fitness II

Let’s list some key characteristics and its 'fitness':

Getting to know the athletes from a physical point of 
view helps to optimise the preparation, maintenance 
and recovery work.

speed = short sprints, quick jumps
reflexes = reaction ball

transition = coordination skills
short and quick steps = training ladder

long rallies = endurance (every 10 days)
forearm / wrist power = light dumbells

good for everything = multi-situational sports

Stretching & Recovery



Equipment

Playing Styles

Tactics

Timing

Fitness

Mental

Stats

MENTAL



MENTAL
C
O
M
F
O
R
T
A
B
L
E

GAIN THEIR 
TRUST

FOCUS
(tactic)

Self-Esteem
Disciplined
Responsible
Motivated

Determined

E
M
O
T
I
O
N
A
L

There are certainly more qualified 
experts on this subject than myself, 
but a little knowledge based on direct 
experience never hurts. 

My experience has taught me one 
certainty: I have never needed to 
motivate women in a moment of 
technical performance. It seems 
plausible that the idea of succeeding 
in a project is innate.

Attention often remains on oneself, 
being able to shift it towards the 
opponent allows one to improve 
performance and accept adversity.



Equipment

Playing Styles

Tactics

Timing

Fitness

Mental

Stats

STATS



Stats

Why?
We want to help our athletes for better awarness
Try to find a pattern
Identify a trend
To predict certain moves from the opponent and also from 
our players

Like in any other sport, knowing numbers is important.

Observing our players competing we, as coaches, tend 
to elaborate and process our own stats.



WORKING CHART
H L H L H L H L H L H L H L

1 3 3 7 5 3 4 3
2 5 2 2 3 4 4 3
3 3 1 3 4 2 7 3
4 4 15 1 3 1 3 2
5 3 3 3 2 5 1 2
6 2 3 5 3 2 7 1
7 6 2 1 4 1 0 4
8 2 3 3 2 3 2 8
9 3 2 1 4 4 4 9

10 5 2 4 1 3 2 4
11 4 3 4 5 3 2 1
12 7 4 3 9 3 3 6
13 1 3 1 1 5 2 1
14 1 4 2 3 4 4 2
15 7 6 3 3 3 1
16 1 5 6 4 2 1
17 3 6 5 6 1 2
18 2 3 1 2
19 6 2 1
20 4 2 3
21 12 4
22 2 2
23 5 1
24 1 2
25 7
26 2

3 11 7 11 12 14 11 6 11 6 13 11 11 9
12 37 21 42 30 40 37 26 34 22 20 36 22 37

4,000 3,364 3,000 3,818 3,000 4,000 3,364 4,333 3,091 3,667 2,000 3,600 2,000 4,111

HARIMOTO-LIN GAOYUAN
4-3

Game 1 Game 2 Game 3 Game 4 Game 5 Game 6 Game 7

59
14 18 26 17 17 24 20
49 63 70 63 56 56

2,950
3,139

3,500 3,500 2,692 3,706 3,294 2,333

Match Harimoto-Lin Gaoyuan average rally 3,139 87 out 136= 63,97% points won within the 3rd ball

WMY WYD WMY WYD WMY WYD WMY WYD WMY WYD WMY WYD
1 2 2 3 2 13 5
2 14 6 4 5 8
3 1 5 6 2 8 9 1
4 3 13 5 4 3 3
5 4 5 4 8 2 12
6 3 8 2 5 2 3
7 1 3 8 9 3 14
8 7 2 3 2 1 5
9 5 7 1 22 2 5

10 2 2 3 0 8 9
11 8 7 10 21 4 2
12 4 2 2 3 1 3
13 3 2 2 3 3 3
14 3 4 4 10 3 10
15 4 3 13 6 3 21
16 8 3 4 4 3
17 2 1 8 3 8
18 4 2 4 6 2
19 2 4
20 10 1
21
22
23
24
25
26

11 9 11 4 9 11 11 7 7 11 11 7
52 38 55 16 38 41 91 32 35 40 76 41

4,727 4,222 5,000 4,000 4,222 3,727 8,273 4,571 5,000 3,636 6,909 5,857

5,114
4,500 4,733 3,950 6,833 4,167 6,500

18
90 71 79 123 75 117
20 15 20 18 18

WANG MANYU-WANG YIDI
4-2

Game 1 Game 2 Game 3 Game 4 Game 5 Game 6

Match Wang Manyu-Wang Yidi average rally 5,114 53 out 109= 48,62% points won within the 3rd ball



THANK YOU

THIS WORK IS DEDICTAED 
TO ALL THE TT WOMEN 

AND TO THEIR INCREDIBLE 
ABILITIES


